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THE DEPICTION OF ETHNICITY IN THE SHORT STORIES OF WILLIAM SAROYAN 
 
Mr. Matěj Moravec sets out in his thesis to portray cultural features of the nature 
of ethnicity in early short prose works authored by the American-Armenian 
author, William Saroyan. 
 
The thesis contains some fifty-five pages across five individual units of 
composition, a table of contents, and a bibliography. As for the prose style, it 
reads pretty cleanly, although some minor errors did appear such as the 
following: 
 
--“Saryoan” should be “Saroyan” (p. 9) 
--“audience-oriented definition” needs “an” in front of it (p. 12) 
--“reflect attention from variety of his work” (seems a misquote from a source on 
p. 12) 
--“of the depression American” reads better as “of the depression era America” 
(p. 13) 
--sometimes there was one space too many such as “ingredients  keeps” (16); “of  
by” (22) among others 
--“no see” should be “not see” (21) 
--“despise for” could instead be “dislike for” (24) 
 
I could continue but this gives an index of some small faults only as I already 
mentioned above; in spite of being in fact very well written these do crop up 
from time to time. 
 
This reader appreciated the ability to flag so many big issues in a critically 
intelligent way; the idea of the center versus the periphery for example struck 
me as particularly fascinating. For instance, when the candidate writes: 
 
“In Saroyan's view, the Center is basically a set of values shared by the majority that self-

righteously passes judgments on those who are not in accord with it and thus looks down 

on cultural outcasts. The Center may pose a great threat to the individual since it puts 

individual uniqueness in jeopardy. The mainstream values of the Center are conveyed to 

people via popular or mass culture, which serves as its expressive device.” (19) 

 
And what is more 
 
“It is typically the people of the Periphery that their interest is aimed at, that is people 

who are overlooked and ignored by the Center, but who are the genuine bearers of human 

diversity and potential.” (30) 

 

Also we read of how on page forty 
 

“Saroyan's focus on the Armenians is only a part of Saroyan's more general quest for 

human uniqueness and capability, which are qualities that the Armenians embody to a 
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great extent, which makes them a convenient subject of Saroyan's examination. Their 

spiritual quality is what generalizes the nature of the depiction of Armenian culture in his 

literature.” 
 
I would like to ask the candidate if he things it is so easy to essentialize about this 
matter in the way he seems for the category of Armenianness? Why or why not 
would this be the case with textual examples please. 
 
In light of the foregoing mentions, I hereby recommend the pre thesis defense 
mark of 1 (výborně) for the thesis work. 
 
 
 
Erik S. Roraback, D.Phil. (Oxon.) 
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